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1. Introduction

Janin and Cermak (1988) have: determined that airborne sediment in a wind tunnel
substantially alters the low-level wind profile. This material apparently causes a
reduction in wind speed since the pressure gradient force must accelerate both the
air and the sediment, against the force of surface shearing stress.

In this brief paper, we explore whether atmospheric wind profiles would be
expected to be modified during periods of high winds as a result of heavy rainfall
or sea spray. Although there has been controversy regarding the effect of sediment
load on pressure drop (e.g., Rangaraju, 1988), our assumption that the wind
profile rem~ins logarithmic is based on the physical modeling of Janin and Cermak
(1988) in which even with sand loading in the atmosphere, the square root of the
total kinetic energy profile remains logarithmic. This means that a given pressure
~adient force can accelerate either air, or a combination of air and a suspended
material but when suspended material is present, the actual air velocity will be less.
This Note represents an extension of Janin's study of sediment to the suspension of
water in the atmosphere. If the effect of the suspended water mass were significant,
there could be substantial effects on the aerodynamic response of buildings and

other structures in high winds.

2. 

HYP?thesis

If the pressure gradient force is assumed to be the same with and without the
water loading (e.g., rain droplets; sea spray) and in both cases the flow has reached
a steady-state balance between the pressure gradient force and the surface shearing
stress, then the kinetic energy as a function of height in the surface layer should

be tbe same for both cases. Thus,

PoU~ = Pau~ + Pwu; (1)

where Po and Uo are the density of the air and the velocity in the absence of
suspended water; Pw and Uw are the density of the suspended water present per
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unit volume of air and the velocity of the water; and Pa and Ua are the density
and the velocity of the air in the unit volume of air which contains the suspended
water, respectively.

If the air and suspended water are assumed to be in equilibrium so that Ua =
uw, then Equation (1) can be rewritten as:

{JoU5 = (Pa + Pw)U~.

Thus,
1/2

~

Ua = Uo(-- ) .(2)
Pa + Pw

Since Po == Pa because of the small volume affected by the individual water droplets
and Pw ~ Po, in general, Equation (2) can be rewritten as:

1/2

Ua == Uo( 1 -;) .

If the surface-layer wind profile in strong winds is assumed to be of the same
form with or without water loading, then since:

u* ZUo = -In-
K Zo

(3)

with Zo = 0.032 u~/g; z ?; 0.000015 m, K = 0.35 and u* is the shearing stress (i.e.,
TO = Pou~o; T a = Pau~a -where the droplets are not assumed to influence the

shearing stress directly), then:

1/2

z= ~ In-. (4)
ZOoK

3. Results

Figure 1 presents the alteration of the surface wind profile due to different values
of water loading (constant with height) and three values of the shearing stress.

With respect to sea spray, values of water loading would decrease with height.
If sedimentation (and therefore, transfer of momentum) between different levels
is ignored, Equation (4) would need to be modified such that:

..1/2

~ (5)

If Pw(z) = Iie-az, where a is likely on the order of 0.1 m-l and p is the surface

value of water loading, then the results shown in Figure 2 are obtained.
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Rainfall, in contrast, would have a uniform profile of water mass, although
momentum would be transferred downward by the rainfall. Caldwell and Elliott
(1972) showed that the mean wind profile change due to the transfer of momentum
by rainfall is barely detectable even in heavy rain, although the effect on the stress
distribution is somewhat larger, particularly in the lowest 10 m. Realistic values
of rainwater density in extremely heavy precipitation events (e.g., a tropical
cyclone) are on the order of 0.02 kg m-3. Thus, under the assumptions stated
above, the water loading effect on the mean wind profile is almost negligible as
can be seen in Figure 1.

4. 

Conclusions

We have shown, through simple calculations, that the water loading effect on the
surface-layer wind profile during strong wind conditions is negligible in rain water
loading cases. However, this effect can be significant in white-cap sea-spray situ-
ations. When the water loading is large, which is most likely to occur near the sea
surface when waves break, a 15% reduction of the near surface wind could be
expected. Due to the exponential decay of sea spray loading with respect to height,
the reduction of wind is minimal above 10 m. The conservation of kinetic energy
is used in this calculation; however, in real situations, evaporation and advection
of energy may be important. These effects are not considered in this study. The
influence of the lower wind speeds with suspended water droplets on wind loading
of structures needs to be examined. It would be expected that aerodynamic lift
effects would be reduced from the equivalent wind profile without sea spray, while
normal stresses would be in a somewhat different form since a portion of the
kinetic energy is concentrated in droplets.
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